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Ad Infinitum

A P R I M R O S E S C H O O L S E D I TI O N

PRINCIPAL’S DESK

Dear Parents,
Well, we are almost stepping into the second term and I am cherishing the wonderful sounds from the
hallways and the playground as my children run around and learn cheerfully. Their energy is really infectious.
They keep reminding us the power of knowledge and how information can liberate while education can bring
progress.
September has been a colourful month with various scholastic and co – scholastic activities weaved together
to make it vibrant. Our teachers were recognised for their dedication towards their beloved students in
bringing out their creativity and ability on the Teachers’ Day. So I believe that Teachers have three loves: love
of learning, love of learners, and the love of bringing the first two loves together.’ We also conceive that our
teachers need to be equipped in the usage of online banking through the Andhra Bank Mobile App, thereby
providing them to use the app effectively.
Being amazed by the art work displayed in the classrooms, the X and XII art students were given an
opportunity to learn logo designing from NAFA, as a part of their art classes. While the other students were
also taken to Kalashetra to witness “Gandhi Parv”, an exclusive performance of Shanthi Sutra (Thread of
peace), the EVS students also visited Montech Industries and Fabricators where they learnt about air
pollution control equipment and its usage. Students came back inspired and ready to implement and apply
their understanding on the use of Khadi, saving the environment, respecting our culture and to treat animals
and our environment with humanity. Our tiny tots visited Kiddo Castle, an amazingly entertaining and
physical space.
So let’s continue to work effectively to nurture and grow the skills, knowledge, talents and character of our
wonderful students.
“Adorn the bird with feathers so that it can fly.”
Regards
Principal
Feb/Mar 2015 [Vol 3 Issue 7]
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Teachers’ Day Celebration

A word of appreciation for the teachers who inspire hope, ignite
imagination and instil the love of learning in the young minds.

Having pure love for teaching made our vibrant Madam to wish them all
happy teachers day.

Gratitude to our teachers for their strenuous working.
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Celebrating our beloved Director
Madam’s Birthday

Celebrating our Director Madam’s birthday, our source of
inspiration.

A small token of love and respect for our adorable Madam.

A token of gratitude to our mentors for rekindling our inner spirits and
motivating us throughout.
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Download Digital

Equipping teachers with tech tools, teachers trained by the employees of
Andhra Bank to use their mobile app effectively.

Design is thinking made visual
SINGAPORE

Art students undertook logo designing session passionately. This was conducted by
the Fashion Studies Senior Lecturers of Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts, Singapore
for Classes X, XI and XII Art group students to enhance their designing skills to the
corporate level.
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Stop the chop
Nanmangalam Reserved Forest

From reading to visualization, our profound students of classes IX and X
visited that forest.

They were all stunned because they understood without trees
how empty we are.
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Join hands to enrich
our Environment
Celebrating 150th Birthday of
Gandhi

Celebrating 150th Birthday of Gandhi. Children of classes IX and X visited
Kalakshetra as a part of their EVS educational trip.

Britannia India Limited

Our juvenile pay a visit to Britannia India Limited to see how they manufacture
the products to gain practical knowledge. Students were exposed to real
working environment and shown how things were done in an organisation.
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Art from the Heart
Kalakshetra Weavers’
Society

Our students of Classes IX,X,XI and XII imbibing the techniques of
weaving at Kalakshetra Weavers’ Society.

Students learnt the Mudras of
our traditional Bharatham from
a dancer.

Young minds were visually
amazed by our traditional painting
methods.
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Technology Tackle
Montech Industries

Children of classes IX and X visited Montech Industries and fabricators to learn the
mechanism of air pollution controlling devices and process of controlling air
pollution.

Mr. Sivakumaran, the Head of the Pollution Control Department demonstrated
the mechanism of the air pollution control devices.
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Fun Factory
Our young one’s enjoyed to the core at
the Kiddo Castle which is one of their
favourite places.

Our busy tiny tots exploring the
games at the trampoline park.

The children of class LKG - B
thoroughly entertained in the toddler
zone.

Going up in the air is always fun,
children enjoyed swinging in the
kiddo castle.

Children spent time playing around,
jumping, running, climbing up and down
with their friends.
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PUNCTUALITY AWARD
Punctuality is the first step towards success.

Punctuality is about respecting one’s own commitment.
Class I Lily and IV Lotus received the punctuality award of the month.

Punctuality is the most prominent quality of a leader, walking rightly in the path of leadership.

Classes II Lotus and III Lily received the punctuality award.

Never put off till tomorrow what you can do today.
Children of Classes VII Lily and XII Lotus cherishing the moment of victory.
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KALAKAR CORNER
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KALAKAR CORNER

Zaafira
Prathima

Anjali

Asma Ashraf

Yuthika
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